
Product Details:
Model name:  F998P pearl curling wand
Shell material:  PET
MOQ:  1-100, 000pcs
Product size:  410mm length * width 45 mm
Advantage:  Peculiar shape barrel, pearl barrel
Barrel:  Pearl barrel, Titanium barrel
Wire label:  Customized
Technical label:  Customized
Package:  Shoebox
Main markets:  Western Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle East, North America 
Number of employees:  150-200 people
Annual turnover:  USD50-200 million

F998P catalog with titanium pearl barrel:
F998P, pearl curling wand for sexy, exotic waves, beach curling wand, hair curling wand, clipless curling
wand, titanium barrel hair curling wand, hair curling wand with balls along the barrel.
It is used for curls that look more natural curly hair without a defined perfect shape.

F998P pearl curling wand other color options and more details:
Barrel type can be changed, we can add the variety according to your requirement.
Colors can also be customized, such as chrome color or gold color.
The barrel is specially designed to make messier and more natural-looking waves, easy to use.
Because of its peculiar shape, what you got are beautiful imperfect curls that are tighter in some places and
looser in some other places.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Hair-curling-wand.htm


Giftbox of F998P pearl curling wand:
Shoe box, giftbox, with paper inner stand. Luxury and nice.



F998P beach wave curling wand marketing selling points:
Hot selling curling wand, selling 10,000pcs last season
Designed for a professional performance
Classic model, pearl barrel for more natural waves
Titanium curling tong for fast heating transfer and even heat distribution
More durable and resistant
Create perfect beach waves in 10 minutes
Adjustable temperature setting from 270F-430F, suitable for all types of hair
Cool tip to prevent your hair from getting hurt

Packaging & Delivery:



Packaging details:

* Giftbox packing
* 6.5 Size GB * 30.5.4 cm
* 24pcs/ctn
* Carton size: 44 * 19.6 * 21.4 cm
* G.W.: 16.2 KG
* N.W.: 6.0 KG
* 1 * 20GP: 14500pcs
* 1 * 40GP: 29000pcs

Delivery details: 30 days after the deposit

How to use a curling wand:
Plug in and turn on the curling wand, waiting to heat up.
I used the 210C temperature setting for my thick and coarse hair. I usually need high temperature to get my
hair to respond.
But everyone's hair is different, so start somewhere in the mid-range, and bump it up higher if you need more
heat.
Take a small section of your hair. The titanium barrel is smooth, wrap your hair around it.
When you have warpped the hair around the barrel, stop for a few second, then release your hair.
Repeat until you have the entire hair curled.
This curling wand gives your hair such volume and natural looking waves.
You can spary when you have finished all the curls.

Other titanium barrel curling iron:
We strive to create innovative hair tools to make women feel more confident in themselves. As a professional
manufacturer of hair tools, FBT brings you salon grade products at amazing prices and product performance.
Below are some other titanium barrel curling irons for your kind reference:
F998B professional titanium curling iron
Professional salon use hair curler with extra long curling tong F998B+
Salon use hair curling wand F998DA, with chrome titanium barrel

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Hot-selling-extra-long-hair-curler-for-professional-salon-F998B.html#.WDQUtvSussA
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Professional-salon-use-curling-iron-with-extra-long-barrel-F998B.html#.WDQU1fSussA
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Salon-use-hair-curling-wand-F998DA.html#.WDQU8vSussA



